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WELCOME



Dear Customers, 
We are happy to present you our therapeutic 
shoes in a completely new light. 

The catalogue at hand contains 
all FIOR & GENTZ therapeutic 
shoes especially designed for 
a stay in a retirement home, 
(rehab) clinic or for simply 
wearing them at home. 

The combination of protec- 
tion and high comfort is 
what distinguishes our 
HOMECARE shoes. All shoes 
have flexible soles and are 
well suited for indoors as well 
as outdoors.

All the shoes' specific details can be 
found on each shoe's particular product 
page next to the order information.

Our goal is to provide you with products 
enabling you to treat your patients the best 
possible way. You will find further therapeutic 
shoes in our product catalogues POST-OP and 
DIABETES.

With best regards from Lüneburg
Jörg Fior and Ralf Gentz

All our products meet our high standard of quality. This 
quality standard has been controlled and certified by an 
independent certification organisation according to the 
international standard ISO 13485.
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SERVICE AND SUPPORT



IN-HOUSE SALES TEAM 

For any questions, orders or customer data changes 
just call +49 4131 24445-0. We are available on workdays 
from 8.00am to 5.00pm (Central European Time).

If you place your order by 4.15pm, we will dispatch 
the goods on that same day. Express deliveries on 
Saturday are also possible. 



Breathable 
and washable

All shoes provide a 
breathable upper and can 
be washed at 40°C.

Indoors & outdoors

All HOMECARE shoes are 
particularly well suited for 
indoor as well as outdoor 

activities.

Fastener system
Due to hook and loop fasteners, all HOMECARE shoes are easy to open and close. While wearing the shoe, 
large loop areas ensure individual comfort. Besides, the hook and loop fasteners have additional seams so 
that the fabric can be neatly cut, if necessary.
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SHOE CHARACTERISTICS



FIT FOR 
DAILY (REHAB) ROUTINE

Outsoles
The flexible soles are 30mm thick, made of EVA material and have a slightly wedged 
heel. This sole design supports a natural heel to toe movement while walking.

Order information on page 17

Insoles
Inside the shoe you will find three insoles made of EVA material. The top insole 

has an antimicrobial coating. Due to reworkable insoles, the inner volume and the 
hardness of the cushioning can be adapted to individual needs for space and wear. 

The insoles can be replaced by individual foot orthotics, if applicable.

Reinforced heel cap
All HOMECARE shoes have 
a reinforced heel cap which 
provides support, cushions the 
heel and ensures comfortable 
stability.

Adaptable inner volume

Due to the hook and loop fasteners, 
which can be neatly cut, the inner 
volume can be adapted to the 
patient's individual need for space.
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KONSTANZ



PRODUCT INFORMATION

INDICATIONS
KONSTANZ is particularly suited for patients with wounds (e.g. traumatic injuries) or swell-
ings (caused by other indications) who need an open shoe with flexible sole and adaptable 
inner volume.

SPECIAL FEATURES
KONSTANZ is a light shoe which provides much air and space. Due to the open design and by 
using the comfortable hook and loop fasteners, this shoe can easily be put on and taken off.

Shoe size Art. no.
pair

Art. no.
left shoe

Art. no.
right shoe

35 TH4562-35 TH4562-35/L TH4562-35/R
36 TH4562-36 TH4562-36/L TH4562-36/R
37 TH4562-37 TH4562-37/L TH4562-37/R
38 TH4562-38 TH4562-38/L TH4562-38/R
39 TH4562-39 TH4562-39/L TH4562-39/R
40 TH4562-40 TH4562-40/L TH4562-40/R
41 TH4562-41 TH4562-41/L TH4562-41/R
42 TH4562-42 TH4562-42/L TH4562-42/R

Shoe size Art. no.
pair

Art. no.
left shoe

Art. no.
right shoe

43 TH4562-43 TH4562-43/L TH4562-43/R
44 TH4562-44 TH4562-44/L TH4562-44/R
45 TH4562-45 TH4562-45/L TH4562-45/R
46 TH4562-46 TH4562-46/L TH4562-46/R
47 TH4562-47 TH4562-47/L TH4562-47/R
48 TH4562-48 TH4562-48/L TH4562-48/R
49 TH4562-49 TH4562-49/L TH4562-49/R
50 TH4562-50 TH4562-50/L TH4562-50/R

ORDER INFORMATION

30
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

INDICATIONS
WEIMAR is particularly suited for patients with wounds (e.g. traumatic injuries) or swellings 
(caused by other indications) who need a half-open shoe with flexible sole and adaptable inner 
volume.

SPECIAL FEATURES
WEIMAR is a light shoe which - despite its sandal shape - has a toe cap to protect the toe area 
(e.g. against bumps).

Shoe size Art. no.
pair

Art. no.
left shoe

Art. no.
right shoe

35 TS4502-35 TS4502-35/L TS4502-35/R
36 TS4502-36 TS4502-36/L TS4502-36/R
37 TS4502-37 TS4502-37/L TS4502-37/R
38 TS4502-38 TS4502-38/L TS4502-38/R
39 TS4502-39 TS4502-39/L TS4502-39/R
40 TS4502-40 TS4502-40/L TS4502-40/R
41 TS4502-41 TS4502-41/L TS4502-41/R
42 TS4502-42 TS4502-42/L TS4502-42/R

Shoe size Art. no.
pair

Art. no.
left shoe

Art. no.
right shoe

43 TS4502-43 TS4502-43/L TS4502-43/R
44 TS4502-44 TS4502-44/L TS4502-44/R
45 TS4502-45 TS4502-45/L TS4502-45/R
46 TS4502-46 TS4502-46/L TS4502-46/R
47 TS4502-47 TS4502-47/L TS4502-47/R
48 TS4502-48 TS4502-48/L TS4502-48/R
49 TS4502-49 TS4502-49/L TS4502-49/R
50 TS4502-50 TS4502-50/L TS4502-50/R

ORDER INFORMATION

30
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WEIMAR
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HEIDELBERG



PRODUCT INFORMATION

INDICATIONS
HEIDELBERG is particularly suited for patients with wounds (e.g. traumatic injuries) or swellings (caused 
by other indications) who need a closed shoe with flexible sole and adaptable inner volume.

SPECIAL FEATURES
HEIDELBERG provides a variable volume. The partially flexible upper fabric of this shoe is elastic and 
adapts to different demands on space (e.g. due to varying or thick bandages).

Shoe size Art. no.
pair

Art. no.
left shoe

Art. no.
right shoe

35 TS4552-35 TS4552-35/L TS4552-35/R
36 TS4552-36 TS4552-36/L TS4552-36/R
37 TS4552-37 TS4552-37/L TS4552-37/R
38 TS4552-38 TS4552-38/L TS4552-38/R
39 TS4552-39 TS4552-39/L TS4552-39/R
40 TS4552-40 TS4552-40/L TS4552-40/R
41 TS4552-41 TS4552-41/L TS4552-41/R
42 TS4552-42 TS4552-42/L TS4552-42/R

Shoe size Art. no.
pair

Art. no.
left shoe

Art. no.
right shoe

43 TS4552-43 TS4552-43/L TS4552-43/R
44 TS4552-44 TS4552-44/L TS4552-44/R
45 TS4552-45 TS4552-45/L TS4552-45/R
46 TS4552-46 TS4552-46/L TS4552-46/R
47 TS4552-47 TS4552-47/L TS4552-47/R
48 TS4552-48 TS4552-48/L TS4552-48/R
49 TS4552-49 TS4552-49/L TS4552-49/R
50 TS4552-50 TS4552-50/L TS4552-50/R

ORDER INFORMATION

30
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PRODUCT INFORMATION

INDICATIONS
LEIPZIG is particularly suited for patients with wounds (e.g. traumatic injuries) or swellings (caused by 
other indications) who need a closed shoe with flexible sole and a huge, adaptable inner volume.

SPECIAL FEATURES
LEIPZIG provides much space for specific demands. Due to the generous hook and loop fasteners and the 
dorsal zip, this shoe can be opened very wide and thus easily put on and taken off. In addition, this shoe 
has an integrated toe cap for more stability and protection in the toe area.

Shoe size Art. no.
pair

Art. no.
left shoe

Art. no.
right shoe

35 TS5512-35 TS5512-35/L TS5512-35/R
36 TS5512-36 TS5512-36/L TS5512-36/R
37 TS5512-37 TS5512-37/L TS5512-37/R
38 TS5512-38 TS5512-38/L TS5512-38/R
39 TS5512-39 TS5512-39/L TS5512-39/R
40 TS5512-40 TS5512-40/L TS5512-40/R
41 TS5512-41 TS5512-41/L TS5512-41/R
42 TS5512-42 TS5512-42/L TS5512-42/R

Shoe size Art. no.
pair

Art. no.
left shoe

Art. no.
right shoe

43 TS5512-43 TS5512-43/L TS5512-43/R
44 TS5512-44 TS5512-44/L TS5512-44/R
45 TS5512-45 TS5512-45/L TS5512-45/R
46 TS5512-46 TS5512-46/L TS5512-46/R
47 TS5512-47 TS5512-47/L TS5512-47/R
48 TS5512-48 TS5512-48/L TS5512-48/R
49 TS5512-49 TS5512-49/L TS5512-49/R
50 TS5512-50 TS5512-50/L TS5512-50/R

ORDER INFORMATION

30
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LEIPZIG
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Dear Customer,
We measured our therapeutic shoes according to the 
Mondopoint system. Afterwards, the shoe sizes were 
recalculated by means of the Paris Point.

Mondopoint System
The Mondopoint system is an international 
standardised system to indicate shoe sizes. In contrast 
to other systems, not only the inner shoe length but 
also the inner shoe width is measured.

Paris Point
To determine the shoe sizes we used the Paris Point 
which is calculated as follows:
shoe size = inner shoe length in cm x 1.5
Length and width are indicated in mm.

ATTENTION!
In this catalogue, we state outdoor shoe sizes. These 
shoe sizes do not cover additional space for bandages 
or the like.
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INNER SHOE DIMENSIONS



ASYMMETRIC SHOES

Inner shoe length
The inner shoe length (c) was measured from the middle of the heel 
area to the middle of the great toe with a standard measurement 
device.

Inner shoe widths (ball and heel area)
The inner shoe widths were measured at the insole. We measured 
from the toe-cap and drew a crossline at 1/3 of the insole for the 
inner shoe width in ball area. At this right-angled straight line a 15° 
angle was measured. The resulting line was where we measured 
the inner shoe width in ball area (a). The inner shoe width in heel 
area (b) was measured at the level of the middle of the heel.

Shoe size Art. no.
set

35 FO0053-35

36 FO0053-36

37 FO0053-37

38 FO0053-38

39 FO0053-39

40 FO0053-40

41 FO0053-41

42 FO0053-42

Shoe size Art. no.
set

43 FO0053-43

44 FO0053-44

45 FO0053-45

46 FO0053-46

47 FO0053-47

48 FO0053-48

49 FO0053-49
50 FO0053-50

INSOLE SET STANDARD

Shoe size Inner shoe dimensions [mm]
a b c

35 93 66 231
36 94 67 237
37 95 69 245
38 98 69 250

39 99 71 258

40 101 73 266

41 104 74 271

42 105 75 277

Shoe size Inner shoe dimensions [mm]
a b c

43 106 75 288

44 109 76 295

45 109 79 299

46 110 79 305

47 111 81 313

48 113 81 318

49 115 81 325

50 115 81 332

INNER SHOE DIMENSIONS STANDARD (FO0053)

The top insole 
is antimicrobial.
The insoles are made of 
EVA material and provide a 
different shore hardness: 
grey = 46°, white = 23°, antimicrobial = 28°

a

1/3

2/3

15˚

b
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INNER SHOE DIMENSIONS



THERAPEUTIC SHOES
POST-OP

You will find our therapeutic shoe catalogue 
POST-OP on our website in the download area:

www.fior-gentz.com/downloads
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MORE SHOE CATALOGUES



The information in this catalogue is valid at the date of printing. The contained product information serves as a 
guideline. Subject to technical modifications. All rights, particularly the distribution, copy and translation of this 
manual or any part of it, in paper or as electronic document, must be authorised in writing by FIOR & GENTZ 
Gesellschaft für Entwicklung und Vertrieb von orthopädietechnischen Systemen mbH. Reprints, copies and any other 
electronic reproduction, even partial, must be authorised in writing by FIOR & GENTZ Gesellschaft für Entwicklung 
und Vertrieb von orthopädietechnischen Systemen mbH.

You will find our therapeutic shoe catalogue 
DIABETES on our website in the download area:

www.fior-gentz.com/downloads

THERAPEUTIC SHOES
DIABETES
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Gesellschaft für Entwicklung und Vertrieb 
von orthopädietechnischen Systemen mbH
 

Dorette-von-Stern-Straße 5 
21337 Lüneburg (Germany)
 

 
 info@fior-gentz.de 
 www.fior-gentz.com

+49 4131 24445-0 
+49 4131 24445-57
 


